
A STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO
ASSEMBLING A SKY BANNER

(Sizes: 2.87m & 3m)



Things You Should Know
Ensure that you do not lift the shelter frame legs up until the sky banner is fully 
attached and in place.  

Where possible, two people should assemble the sky banner. 

If your banner material is 2.78m you will need to attach the clamps so that the sky 
banner holder is facing straight out from the front of the shelter. If your sky banner 
material is 3m long, you will need to attach the clamps so that the sky banner holder 
is facing out to the side of your shelter.

Upright Support Bars Banner HoldersBanner Frame Bars
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Clamps Printed BannerSky Banner Tool

These are the parts included in the sky banner package. Should any
parts be missing or damaged please contact us directly.

(clip together to make 2 x 2.78m bars)
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The bundle contains two types of clamps, make 
sure to attach the same clamps to each of the sky 
banner holders and ensure that they are attached 
with the screws facing the same way.  

Attach the two horizontal banner bars together, 
these will click into place.

Using the sky banner tool, secure one side of the 
frame bars to an upright support bar.

Attach the sky banner holder to the frame leg 
while making sure that the open end is facing 
upwards. 

Once the sky banner is assembled, lift the 
completed sky banner. Next, insert the bottom of 
the upright support bar into the open end of the 
sky banner holder and adjust the height to the 
desired setting. 

Thread the banner material sleeves over the frame 
bars and secure the other side to the remaining 
upright  support bar.

SKY BANNER GUIDE
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